
11.2  Two DEPENDENT Means Test 
 
1.  Review 
In the last lesson, we did H0: μ 1 = μ 2, which had INDEPENDENT means from TWO 
samples.  Today, we’re going to do a test for two PAIRED data. 
 
2.  Examples of Paired Samples 
-Does the left leg or right leg of your pants wear out faster? 
-Do the two mosquito repellents on your left and right arm work differently? 
-Does high blood pressure improve after an exercise regimen? 
For all of these cases you use the paired t-test. 
 Notice that in all cases here, each subject will do both treatments. 
 What type of experimental design is that?   
 

Completely randomized design 
(two separate groups, two 
separate treatments) 

 Matched-pair design 
(one group of people doing 
both treatments) 

=Two independent mean test    
            H0: μ 1 = μ 2 

 =Two dependent mean test  
          H0: μ d = 0. 

 
So—how many populations do we have for our new test?  Is it random sample or samples? 
 
4.  The Test 
Before ANYTHING, to do this test the FIRST THING WE DO is compute the 
DIFFERENCES in the two data sets. We have numbers in L1 and L2, and in L3 we put the 
differences L1 – L2.  
 
 
  
H0: μ d = #     ( usually zero) where μ d = the population mean difference between the left  
Ha: μ d ≠ #     (or < or >)    arm # of bites and right arm # of bites  
     AND d = left arm – right arm 
The conditions: 
1)  random sample  (no “s”!) 
2)  dependent data (or paired data) 
3)  n (# of pairs) > 30 or population of differences approximately normal 
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=   where df = n – 1 , where n = the number of pairs.  dµ  is usually 0. 

 
And what would the confidence interval look like? 

THEN DELETE L1 and L2.  We will NEVER NEED THEM AGAIN. 


